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Let (i, H, E) and ( j, K, F) be abstract Wiener spaces and let II be a reasonable 
norm on E OF. We are interested in the following problem: is (i @j, H G, K, 
E @, F) an abstract Wiener space ? The first thing we do is to prove that the 
setting of the problem is meaningfull: namely, i 0 j is always a continuous one 
to one map from H 6& K into E @;, F. Then we exhibit an example which 
shows that the answer cannot be positive in full generality. Finally we prove that 
if F = L”(X, X, h) for some o-finite measure X > 0 then (i 12 j, H z:, K, 
L”(X, .4’, A; E)) is an abstract Wiener space. By-products are some nem- results 
on y-radonifying operators, and new examples of Banach spaces and cross norms 
for which the answer is affirmative (in particular 1 = n the projective norm, 
and F = L’(X, T, A)). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of abstract Wiener space was introduced in the sixties by L. 
Gross [9]. It has played an important role in the study of Gaussian measures 
on vector spaces and consequently in the study of Gaussian processes. The 
knowledge of stability properties for tensor products would have brought 
new insight in the theory of multiparameter Gaussian processes with cross 
covariances, and would have enlightened the theory of some Banach space 
valued Gaussian processes (see for example [4]). Surprisingly, no such a result 
has been obtained for a long period of time. The first one was proved quite 
recently by the second named author [6]. Namely it was shown that if (i, H, E) 
and (j, K,F) are abstract Wiener spaces, so is (i @j, H @* K, E &F) (see [4] 
and [7] for further developments). 
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The natural question to be answered is then the following: does the result 
remain true if we complete the algebraic tensor product E @F with respect 
to the projective norm n instead of the inductive one E? In order to tackle 
this problem, the first thing to do is to prove that i @j is actually a continuous, 
one to one map from H a,, R into E @,,F: this is done in Section III. Never- 
theless we are far from answering completely the problem: we only exhibit 
an example to show the answer is negative in full generality, and we prove 
it is positive whenever F = L1(X, 3, A) f or some measure space (_Y, 2”) and 
some u-finite measure X > 0. 
In fact our main result should be considered as a step toward the solution 
of the following broader problem: find classes of Banach spaces and reasonable 
norms a for which (i <?),i, H ;g, K, E aaF) is an abstract Wiener space. 
Indeed we prove that if F = D’(X, 5, A) for some p 2 1 then D’(S, .F, A; E) 
is an abstract Wiener space too. By-products of this theorem are some new 
results on y-summing operators (these operators were introduced in [13]). 
Our approach is based on the use of techniques from both the theory of 
summing operators and the theory of Banach space valued Gaussian random 
variables. Nevertheless the organization of the paper was designed in order 
to make the paper understandable to the reader who is not quite familiar with 
either of these theories. 
To end this introduction we would like to espress our gratitude to Gilles 
Pisier for supplying us with a proof of the counter example which we give 
in Section III. 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
This section covers the basic notations, definitions and properties necessary 
to the present work. 
1. Vector Spaces 
Here and in the following all the vector spaces are real, H and K are generic 
Hilbert spaces and E and F generic Banach spaces. The symbol ( , > is used 
to denote the duality between a Banach space and its dual (the dual of E and 
its closed unit ball are denoted E* and U, respectively). 
Hilbert spaces are identified to their duals via the Riesz identification. 
2. Tensor Products 
H @a K denotes the usual Hilbertian tensor product. Let us recall that it 
can be interpreted as the Hilbert space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators from H 
into K. 
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E @F denotes the algebraic tensor product of E and F. A norm a on E @F 
is called reasonable if a: satisfies the conditions: 
whenever .Y E E, y E F, s* E E*, J* E F*, u E E OF. E 0, F denotes the space 
E 18 F equipped with the norm a, and E @a F denotes the completion of 
E 0, F. We will concentrate on the following reasonable norms: 
where p is in [l, ‘co] and p’ is the conjugate exponent (i.e., p-l -1 p’-r = I). 
Let us point out that from [j, Theo&me I] or [16, Remarque, p. 791 we have 
?T= L?l . 
3. Gaussian Measures 
yH denotes the canonical Gaussian cylindrical measure on H, that is to say 
the cylindrical measure on H whose Fourier transform is given by: 
-&H(h) = esp[-$(h, h)], h E H. 
A cylindrical measure p on E is said Gaussian if /L = u(yH) for some Hilbert 
space H and for some bounded operator u from H into E. In this case, the 
formula: 
defines a bounded operator R, from E* into E which is called the coaariance 
operator of CL. It is clear that R, is continuous from E* equipped with the weak* 
topology into E equipped with the weak topology. If XU denotes the completion 
of RUE* with respect to the inner product ( , ) given by: 
(R,s*, R,y*) := cc’*, R,.v*), x*, y* E E*, 
then SU can be realized as a subset of E and the natural inclusion map of XU 
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into E, say i, , is continuous. XU is the so-called reproducing kernel Hilbert 
space of CL. Finally let us note that: 
where we use a star to denote the adjoint of an operator. 
An abstract Wiener space is a triple (i, H, E) where i is a continuous, one 
to one, linear map from H into E, with dense range, and which maps yH into 
a Radon measure on E. 
4. Operators 
L(E, F) denotes the space of bounded operators (an operator is a linear 
map) from E into F. L(E, F) is assumed to be equipped with the uniform norm. 
Let us recall that an operator u from E into F is said to be p-summing 
(1 <p < co) if: 
n,(u) = sup I($ // u(s#)lip; n E N*, xl ,..., x, E E, 
is finite; rD(u) is called the p-summing norm of u. 
Now, let u be a bounded operator from H into E. u is said to be y-radonifyihg 
if u maps yH into a Radon measure on E. Consequently, with this terminology 
the definition of an abstract Wiener space can be restated as follows: a triple 
(i, H, E) is an abstract Wiener space if i is a one-to-one, dense range y- 
radonifying operator. The following fact is by now standard if H is assumed 
to be separable: if there are a complete orthonormal system (C.O.N.S. for 
short) in H, say {e, ; L 2 l), an independant identically distributed (i.i.d. for 
short) sequence of real valued normalized Gaussian (N(0, 1) for short) random 
variables, say {t, ; L ‘3 l}, and a real number Q 3 0 such that the series 
x:L t,u(e,) of E-valued random variables converges in LQ sense, then u is y- 
radonifying. Conversely if u is y-radonifying the above series converges in 
L* sense for all 4 > 0, all C.O.N.S. {e, ; I 2 l} of H and all i.i.d. sequence 
(5, ; L > l} of N(0, 1) random variables (see for example [3, Proposition 2.11 
for a proof in the terminology of abstract Wiener spaces). 
u is said to be y-summing [13] if: 
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is finite, where (4, ; L > l} is, as above, any i.i.d. sequence of N(0, 1) random 
variables. T,(U) is called the y-summing norm of u. The relevance of y-summing 
operators to our problem is due to the following equivalence [13, Theorem 41: 
u is y-summing if and only if z&) is a Radon measure on E** equipped with 
the weak* topology. Moreover if E does not contain a closed subspace isomorphic 
to c,, then each y-summing operator from H into E is y-radonifying [8, ThCo- 
&me 11. 
Furthermore, if we assume H separable, u is y-summing if and only if there 
is a C.O.N.S. of H, say {e, ; L > I}, an i.i.d. sequence (6, ; I > l} of N(0, 1) 
random variables and a real number q > 0 such that: 
(2.1) 
In this case we have: 
III. EMBEDDING INTO H s, K INTO E ;@, F 
The point of this section is checking that the setting of the problem is 
meaningful. Among the consequences of the results of this section let us point 
out the following one: 
“if (i, H, E) and (j, K, F) are abstract Wiener spaces then the Hilbertian 
tensor product H Bj, K is naturally realized as a subset of E @,, F with con- 
tinuous inclusion map.” 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If u is a bounded operator from H into E and if v is a 
bounded operator from K into F, then u I$$ z’ is a bounded operator from H c& K 
into E 0, F, uhenever u(yH) is a Radon measure on E** equipped with the weak* 
topology or z(yK) is a Radon measure on F** equipped with the weak* topology. 
Proof. By Schwartz’s duality theorem [19] either u* or zj* is 2-summing 
and the conclusion is a consequence of the following: 
LEMMA 3.1. If u* (resp. v*) is 2-summing, then II @ v is a bounded operator 
from H a2 K into E 0, F and its norm is not greater than ZT~(U*) I/ v 1) (resp. 
II u II %(v*)). 
Proof. We will only argue the case u * is 2-summing because the proof of 
the other case is similar. Let 1 = C‘ h, @ k, E H @ K and let S EL(E, F*) 
be fixed. 
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We have: 
< (x // h i!2)1’2 7r (U*S*Z’) z ”Lp (C (k, k,)2)1’2 L K L 
(3-l) 
Since the dual space of E I$& F is L(E, F*), (3.1) implies: 
(3.2) 
If we take the infimum of the right hand side of (3.2) over all the decompositions 
of 1 we obtain: 
which concludes the proof because g2(1) is equal to the Hilbert-Schmidt norm 
of 1 (see [16, Theo&me 4.11 and [5, Remarque 1) p. 1261). 1 
Remark 3.1. In the statement of the above lemma we may replace the 
assumption “u* or v* is 2-summing” by “u* or v* is p-summing for some 
p 3 0.” Indeed, a p-summing operator is p-summing for all 4 >, p and, by 
[16, Theo&me 4.21, an operator from a Banach space into a Hilbert space is 
2-summing if and only if it is p-summing for some p > 2. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let cx be a reasonable norm on E @F and let p and 1-f be 
Gaussian cylindrical measures on E and F such that either u is a Radon measure 
on E** equipped with the weak” topology or II is a Radon measure on F** equipped 
with the weak* topology. Then we have: 
(i) there is a canonical, one to one, continuous map, say i, from 
(ii) if y denotes the cylindrical image measure i(yP), we hazve: 
for all (XT, yf) and (..rz, y$) in E” x F*; 
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(iii) moreover, if E* OF* separates points of E &F, y is the unique 
Gaussian c$indrical measure on E Gj, F whose coaariance operator R, satis$es 
(3.3). 
Proof. Since (ii) is clear we mill only argue (i) and (iii). 
(4 i = i, \TI i, maps continuouslv -X; i& XV into E i&F by Proposi- 
tion 3.1. Let us denote by the same symbol i its continuous extension to 2’. 
All we have to prove is that i is one to one. 
Let j be the canonical continuous map from E I$& F into L(E*, F): each 
element of E 8 F can be viewed as a finite rank operator from E* into F, and 
j denotes the continuous extension to E I@, F, of the embedding of E @F into 
L(E*, F) so defined. IVe must worry that, in general, j is not one to one. Never- 
theless, in the present situation, i is one to one because so is j c’ i. The latter 
can be seen from the following representation ofj 0 i: if A E A?“, h can be viewed 
as a Hilbert-Schmidt operator from ZU into z, and j o i(h) = i, o h u i,*. 
(iii) If we assume that E* 18 F* separates points of E f&F, E* OF* is 
weakly” dense in (E 6&F)*. This latter fact implies the desired unicity property 
once we remark the following two facts: (a) Gaussian cylindrical measures are 
characterized by their covariance operators, (b) as we already pointed out in 
the preliminaries, covariance operators are continuous with respect to the weak* 
topology and consequently are uniquely determined on a weakly* dense sub- 
space. 1 
In order to tackle the tensor product problem for abstract IViener spaces, 
the unicity property proved in (iii) is very important. Therefore the meaning 
of the assumption “E* @F* separates points of E I@, F” should be completely 
understood. Here is an enlightening equivalent condition: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let ci be a reasonable norm on E 12) F. The following condi- 
tiom are equivalent: 
(i) E* 8 F* separates points of E a, F; 
(ii) the canonical continuous map jiom E 6, F into L(E*, F) is one to one. 
Proof. As above let j be the continuous canonical map from E B,% F into 
L(E*, F). Let i be the natural embedding of L(E*,F) into L(E*, F**) and 
let u I= i 0;. First let us remark that L(E*, F**) is isometricall!r isomorphic 
to the strong dual space of E* @,,F*. 
j is one to one if and only if u is one to one. Furthermore, since E* 0 F* 
is weakly” dense in (E* 6&F*)** and U* is weakly* continuous from 
(E* 6X F*)** into (E &F)*, u is one to one if and only if u*(E* OF*) is 
weakly* dense in (E @,F)*. Finally the latter is equivalent to: u*(E* ~3 F*) 
separates points of E o&F. 
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NOW, since ar is weaker than rr, (E @,F)* can be identified with a subspace 
of L(E,F*) = (E &F)*; whence we obtain: 
u*(E* OF*) = E* OF*, 
which concludes the proof. 1 
Here are some examples for which the condition: 
“E* @F* separates points of E Bi, F” 
is satisfied. 
(1) o! = E. 
(2) 01 = g, or OL = d, (see l-16, Theo&me 3.31). 
(3) lx =g, or OL = d, for some p in [l, CD], and either E or F satisfies 
the approximation property (see [16, Remarque, p. 821) where d, is defined by: 
(3.4) 
(4) F = Lp(X, f, A) for some o-finite measure h > 0 and some p E [I, co[, 
and 01 = A, where A, is the norm induced by the LP(X, X, A; E) norm. 
(5) 01 = /3\ or a: = /fl or (Y = /I’ for some cross norm /3 (see [16] for the 
definitions and properties of these cross norms). 
To end this section we would like to show that (i @j, [-I @, K, E Bi, F) 
may fail to be an abstract Wiener space even if E and F are Hilbert spaces. 
Here is an example: the following proof is due to Gilles Pisier (oral com- 
munication). 
Let {e, ; L > 1) be a C.O.N.S. of 12, and for all integer k 2: 0 let us define 
the operator uli by: 
The series: 
converges in Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Let us denote by u its sum. In fact u 
is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator whose Hilbert-Schmidt norm equals: 
Consequently (u, Z2, 1”) is an abstract Wiener space (see, for example, [4, 
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Example l] for a proof of this standard fact). Nevertheless, if u @ II denotes 
the continuous extension to la @a l2 of the operator u @ u from l2 BP l2 into 
12 Bjn 12, (IJ @ u, l2 G2 l2 ) l2 @, 1”) is not an abstract Wiener space. Indeed, 
since l2 &I2 is of cotype 2 (see [21, Proposition 3.21) u @ u is y-radonifying 
(or equivalently y-summing) if and only if u @ u is 2-summing (see [13, 
Theorem 71) and in the present situation u @ u fails to be 2-summing. This 
latter fact is proved in the following way: if uk B uk denotes the continuous 
extension to l2 a, l2 of the operator uk @ uk from l2 o2 l2 into l2 Bj, l2 then, 
for each k > 0 we have: 
T2(U @ u) > 7r&,q a ug) 
3 (h + 1)-Z 2(k-1)/2, 
which proves that rr2(u a u) = co. This concludes the proof. 
IV. MAIN RESULT 
In this section (X, 3, h) is a tixed measure space (we assume that the measure 
h 3 0 is o-finite) and p is fixed in [l, co[. As usual U(X) is the Banach space 
of equivalence classes of scalar valued pth-power integrable functions on X 
and D(h; E) is the Banach space of equivalence classes of E-valued Bochner 
measurable functions whose pth-power of the norm is integrable on X. d, 
denotes the norm of this latter space. It is possible to identify canonically 
E @L*(h) to a subspace of LP(h; E). Then A, is a natural norm to consider 
on E @D(A); moreover it is clear that Lp(h; E) = E @+L.“(n). In general, 
if p is in ] 1, co[ there is no cross norm y such that y = A, on E @L*(h). Never- 
theless we have (see [IO, Theoreme 2, p. 591, [5, ThCoreme 51 and [17, ThCo- 
r&me 21) 
and 
dI = g, = /d, = A, = T on E @Ll(X), 
g, < A, d Id, for 1 < p < co on E @Lp(h). 
Here is the main result of this paper: 
THEOREM. Let p and v be Gaussian cylindrical measures on E and F = Lp(h). 
If p or Y is a Radon measure on E * * or L p(h) * * equipped with the weah* topology 
then we have: 
(i) there is a unique Gaussian cylindrical measure, say y, on Lp(h; E) which 
satkjies :
R, = R, @ Rv on E* OLD(X)*; 
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(ii) if both p and Y are Radon measures on the biduals equipped zL?ith the 
weak* topology, y is a Radon measure on LP(h; E)** equipped with the weak* 
topology and zce haae: 
a, == T -1,:22PPq( p $. 1)/Z); (4.2) 
(iii) if p and v are Radon measures on E andL”(h), then y is a Radon measure 
on L”(h; E) and (4.1) holds with Banach spaces instead of their biduals. 
Before proceeding to the proof let us make some remarks. 
Remark 4.1. From the properties of y-summing operators we pointed out 
in Section II it is clear that v is a Radon measure on LP(X)** equipped with 
the weak* topology if and only if v is a Radon measure on Lp(X). Indeed D’(A) 
does not contain a closed subspace isomorphic to cc, . In fact, if p is in ] I, ;x:#[, 
it is true even if v is not Gaussian because Lp(h) is reflexive. 
Remark 4.2. If E does not contain a closed subspace isomorphic to c0 
the same is true for LP(X; E) (see [ll, Theorem 5.11 and [12]). Therefore in 
this case, (iii) follows from (ii) and Remark 4.1. 
Remark 4.3. When the dual is well under control, dealing with Gaussian 
measures on a Banach space is easier than in general. Unfortunately, in the 
present situation, we do not know much about Lp(A; E)*. Nevertheless, if h 
is discrete or if E* has the Radon-Nikodym property, we have: 
Lp(X; E)” = LP’(h; E*) 
where p’ is the conjugate exponent of p (see [20, Corollaire 5.41 or [I, ThCo- 
&me 2, p. 1461). 
Remark 4.4. Properties of Gaussian cylindrical measures on Lp(X) are well 
known. Even though we will not use it in the sequel, it may worth pointing 
out the following one: a Gaussian cylindrical measure v on LP(X), 1 < p < 00, 
is a Radon measure if and only if (see [15, Theorem 5.11) there is a symmetric 
nonnegative definite function, say K, from X x X into R such that: 
(i) K is 3 x %-measurable and x K(x, x)P12 dh(x) < CO. 
s 
(ii) Vf E La’(X), R,(f) = j-xf@, K(x, *I dW. 
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Proof of the Theorem. 
(i) is a consequence of part (i) of Corollary 3.1. Indeed Z = sU @a ZV 
can be identified with a subset of Lp(h; E) with continuous inclusion map, 
which we denote i, and the Gaussian cylindrical measure y = i(yx) satisfies 
the requirements of (i). 
(ii) 2 is separable because so are XM and PV (see [2, Theorem 7.11 
or [18, Theorem 2.81 for the separability of R.K.H.S. of Gaussian Radon 
measures). Let {e,,,u; m > l} (resp. {en”; ?z 3 1)) be a C.O.N.S. of A$ (resp. 2”); 
then {emu @ e,;; m, 71 3 1) is a C.O.N.S. of 2. Moreover, if {E,,,1 ; m, n 3 1) 
and {E, ; ?r > I} are i.i.d. sequences of N(0, 1) random variables, we have, 
for all finite subsets M and N of IV*: 
where a, is given by (4.2). Indeed on one hand we have: 
(by the definition of A, and Fubini’s theorem) 
(because, for each x E -T (InEN I enY(x)i2P2 X,W~ h,,emu and Ztm.n)E~~XN etlY(4 
St m.nem u are identically distributed E-valued random vectors in E; indeed they 
are both Gaussian and their covariances are equal), and on the other: 
for some N(0, 1) random variable I. The conjunction of (4.4) and (4.5) give (4.3). 
Now if p and v are both Radon measures on the weak* biduals of E and 
D(h), the supremum of the right hand side of (4.3) over all finite subsets M 
and N of I% * is finite by (2.1); then, so is the left hand side and (ii) follows 
(in fact (4.1) follows (2.2)). 
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Finally, if to and v are both Radon measures on E and P(h), the right hand 
side of (4.3) can be made arbitrarily small provided either the elements of M 
or those of N are sufficiently large, so does the left hand side and (iii) follows. 1 
The above result can be reformulated in the following way: 
COROLLARY 4.1. If u and v are y-summing operators from H and K into E 
and Lp(h), u @ v is a bounded operator from H @s K into L”(h; E), and its con- 
tinuous extension to H aj, K, say w, is y-summing and satisfies: 
where cl, is a universal constant depending only on p. Moreover, if u is y-radon$ying, 
so is w. 
Proof. We know from J. Hoffmann-Jorgensen that for all real numbers 
r > 0 and s > 0 there is a constant t > 0 such that: 
for all Banach spaces E, for all finite subset N of N, for all i.i.d. sequence 
CL ; tf E N} of N(0, 1) random variables and all sequence (xn ; n E IQ in E. 
Therefore, Corollary 4.1 is an immediate consequence of the above theorem 
(to obtain (4.6) use [13, Theorem 41 for a convenient form of rY, (4.3) and 
choose, for example, cD = c2,pa~‘pc’&). 1 
The next corollaries go back to the original problem of tensor product of 
abstract Wiener spaces. 
COROLLARY 4.2. 
B 
(i, H, E) and (j, K LPN) are abstract Wiener spaces, 
soare(i@j,H& , Lp(X; E)) and (i @j, H Bj, K, E &,Lp(h)). 
Proof. From [5, Theorem 51 there is a one to one continuous map from 
Lp(h; E) into E &,Lp(h). This, together with our theorem, concludes the 
proof (let us point out that in the case p = 1 we have g, = ?rr and L’(h; E) = 
E @,,LP(h) by [lo, Theo&me 2, p. 591). 1 
COROLLARY 4.3. If (i, H, E) and (j, K, F) are abstract Wiener spaces, so is 
(i @j, H Qi, K, E Bj,, F) whenever F is of cotype 2. 
Proof. If F is of cotype 2, j admits the factorization: 
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with u of Hilbert-Schmidt type (see [14, ThCoreme 21 or [ 13, Theorem 71) 
and the result follows from Corollary 4.2 with p = 2 and LP(x) = 1s. i 
Remark 4.5. This result was known when E and F were assumed to be of 
cotype 2 (see [6]). 
COROLLARY 4.4. If (i, H, E) and (j, K, F) are abstract Wiener spaces, so is 
(i @j, H a, K, E GgD, F) w he never F is isometric to a closed subspace of some 
LP(X) with 1 < p < co. 
Proof. First let us recall the definition of the normg,\ on E @F [16, Sect. 1, 
no. 51: if C denotes the Banach space of continuous functions on U,, equipped 
with the topology induced by the weak* topology of F* and if E @ C is equipped 
with the norm g, , then g,\ denotes the induced norm on the subspace E @F 
of E @ C. Now, let { be a map from F into D(h) which is an isometry onto 
its range. 
Since i(yH) is a Radon measure on E, the operators i @j and i @ (f oj) 
from H a2 K into E Gg9, F and E Gj, D(h) respectively are bounded by 
Proposition 3.1. Let us call u and v therr continuous extensions to H Gj2 K. 
Corollary 4.2 implies that v is y-radonifying (i.e. v(yHgzK) is a Radon measure). 
Since E Bj,pLp(h) is mapped continuously into E @j,D,Lp(h), we conclude that 
u is y-radonifying too because E Gjs,, F is isometrically isomorphic to a closed 
subspace of E a,,,Lp(A). a 
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